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FemTechs are gaining momentum in Switzerland

The FemTech sector is growing worldwide. According to a study by the strategy consultancy

Boston Consulting Group (BCG), the number of FemTech providers has doubled since 2015, rising

from 600 in 2015 to 1,300 companies in 2022. In Switzerland too, women's specific health has

arrived on the market. Companies are supported by the FemTech start-up accelerator Tech4Eva,

which is concluding its third edition this week.

For a long time, women's health was neglected in research and medical technology. Today, however,

innovative technical solutions for women's health, known as FemTech, have arrived on the market and are

growing steadily. Worldwide, the women's health market is already estimated at USD 25 billion, and

analysts expect this figure to double in the next five years.

In Switzerland, FemTechs have established themselves in particular through the first FemTech

accelerator Tech4Eva, which was co-founded by EPFL Lausanne and Groupe Mutuel. Investment in the

sector is growing rapidly, as shown by a study by the strategy consultancy Boston Consulting Group

(BCG). “Worldwide, venture capital investments in FemTechs have tripled over the past five years. In

Switzerland too, more and more investors are recognising the market's potential, which is far from

exhausted. Local companies are focusing primarily on issues relating to pregnancy and fertility,” explained

Dr Heike Dorninger, BCG Partner and expert for the healthcare sector.

"FemTech not only has economic potential, but it is our explicit aim is to contribute to improving women's

health and to closely support our customers in health and prevention,” added Jérôme Mariéthoz, Director

of Health and Prevention - Private Clients at Groupe Mutuel.

Women's bodies are different to men's

Women struggle with specific health challenges based on their gender. “Women are not just "smaller men

with pesky hormones" but are fundamentally different in many ways: hormones change body composition,

brain structures and bones and offer women natural protection against vascular diseases and brain

decline during the reproductive years. We are often afraid to talk about these differences,” explained Lisa

Falco, Lead AI & Data Consultant at Zühlke and author of the book "Go Figure".

Lisa Falco has analysed the biological processes involved in the most important phases of a woman's life

and will present this process at the closing ceremony of the third edition of Tech4Eva on 30 November at

the EPFL in Lausanne. “There are still major gaps in women’s health research that we need to address if

we are to offer equivalent care to all women.”

Furthermore, 20 start-ups that took part in the third edition of Tech4Eva will be presenting their projects in

Lausanne, four of which are from Switzerland. During the nine-month accelerator programme, the

companies interacted with mentors and experts to refine their business models and marketing strategies,

meet potential investors and customers, and network with leading FemTech hubs around the world.
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For more information on Tech4Eva: www.tech4eva.ch
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About Groupe Mutuel

With over 2,800 employees across Switzerland, Groupe Mutuel serves 1.36 million individual customers

and 28,000 companies. As the only comprehensive insurer in Switzerland, Groupe Mutuel is the

reference partner in the field of health and retirement benefits for private and corporate customers. Its

turnover exceeds CHF 5.3 billion. Thanks to tailored solutions, whether in basic insurance (LAMal/KVG)

or supplemental insurance (LCA/VVG), it is the third largest health insurer in Switzerland. Groupe

Mutuel also offers an extensive range of products in individual retirement benefits and patrimony

insurance. Based in Martigny, the insurer provides companies of all sizes solutions with loss of earnings

in the event of illness, accident insurance (LAA/UVG) and occupational pension plans (LPP/BVG).

About the EPFL Innovation Park

The EPFL Innovation Park is positioned as the main innovation and entrepreneurship centre in Western

Switzerland. It supports disruptive innovation and technology transfer from EPFL and other regional

academic partners. It is a dynamic workplace that hosts 200 high-tech start-ups, SMEs and R&D centres

of large companies and their 2500 employees. Over the years, the EPFL Innovation Park has developed

a series of unique start-up training, incubation and acceleration programmes in collaboration with a

dynamic community of industry experts, investors, venture capitalists and government agencies. It also

offers training and networking workshops for start-up managers and founders to develop new innovation

initiatives.


